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Club Kilimanjaro Mecer Protea Hotel Virgin Active Aptronics Holiday Inn Express Gestetner Holiday Inn Express

Palazzo Hotel
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Gamma Zenith

Cell C Sandton 
Convention Centre

Adcorp Ernst & Young

Michaelangelo Hotel

Established in Johannesburg in 1978, Gamma Zenith pioneered the development of applied wall 
coatings in South Africa. The company has an enviable track record of successful projects to 
its’ credit, having built a solid reputation by taking pride in each project and always showing full 
commitment to each of our valued clients. From holiday resorts and luxury hotels, to high rise 
commercial and residential buildings, shopping centres, Government Institutions and Banks, to 
your home – no matter the size of the project, Gamma Zenith has always been the coating of choice.

  CHARACTERISTICS OF GAMMA ZENITH ACRYLICS

•   Suitable for interior and exterior applications to walls and ceilings.
•   Ideal for coastal areas and polluted  atmospheres.
•   Colour fast.
•   Ultra-violet resistant.
•   Totally water-resistant.
•   Impervious to mould and fungi.
•   Washable with household detergents.
•   Can be applied to any surface.
•   Allows walls to breathe.
•   Permanent elasticity.
•   No cracking, peeling or flaking.
•   Covers cracks and imperfections.
•   Lowest fire rating.
•   Body through colour.
•   Available in any colour.
•   National and international distribution.
•   Made in South Africa from local materials.
•   Suited  to commercial industrial and residential applications
•   Applied by our own teams of experienced applicators
•   Are designed to outlast  other surface treatments such as paint and cementitious washes guaranteed         
     for a minimum of 10 years.

Who we are
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Product Range

Gamma Zenith

Corporate Place

GAMMA ZENITH CEMENTITIOUS COATINGS

• Can be manipulated to suit any style of architecture from effectively replicating  an authentic “off-
shutter” concrete look, to creating original Tuscan Aged finishes as shown on Palazzo Hotel Monte 
Casino. While cement based products have gained wide acceptance, they are prone to cracking 
and fading, however Gammaplast has stood the test of time on numerous high profile developments 
over the past 15 years.

• Can be applied to most substrates including raw brickwork, face brick, terraline plaster, rough-cut 
(scratch) plaster and even tiled surfaces, making it a very universal product.

• Is impervious to moisture.

• Is colour fast.    

GAMMA ZENITH ACRYLIC COATINGS

All GAMMA ZENITH ACRYLIC COATINGS are composed of acrylic resins, plasticisers, quartz and 
other chemicals, which give the product its water repellant, durable and flexible qualities.

These chemicals also ensure that the coatings are resistant to fungal attack and that colours will not 
fade even when exposed to harsh ultra-violet light. Though water repellent, the coatings offer a major 

benefit in that they allow the walls to breathe. 

 GAMMA ZENITH ACRYLIC  COATINGS can be applied onto virtually any substrate such as oriented 
strand board (OSB) masonite or gypsum board, fibre cement, chip board,  timber, cement plaster, 

concrete, brickwork, plywood, fibreglass, steel and polystyrene.

GREEN COATINGS

Environmentally friendly manufacturing processes are adhered to Materials are mostly water based 
and contain no volatile organic compounds.

The Cabanas, Sun City Eversheds BOE Building Macsteel
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Striato Fine/Medium/Plaster

Nervi Spray

Hagar Spray

GM001 GM001 GM001

GM001 GM001 GM001

GM001

GM001

GM001

GM001

GM001

GM001

Doric Fine/Medium

Rustic Super Fine/Fine/Medium

Lamato

GM001

54

KEY:  Interior Use   Spray    Painted 
   
  Exterior Use   All colours   Done by hand

  Trowel    Selected colours
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Rullato/Rullato Gloss

76

Gamma Plast

Combed Plaster/Combed Plaster with Metallic

Gamma CrackGammabrush Marmorino Travertine

GM001GM001

GM001 GM001

GM001GM001

GM001

Gammaspec

GM001

Stucco

GM001 GM001 GM001

Marmorino (Pitted/Polvere)

GM001 GM001
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Granitico, Giselle and Giorgione

98

GM001

GM001

GM001

GM001

GM001

GM001

GM001

GM001

GM001

AGGREGRATE FINISHES

From shimmering fine aggregate finishes to the heavy duty Giorgione stone finishes that are symbolic of the 
Gamma Zenith brand, we have a range of colours to suit your design. We even imbed glass chips into our 

trusted plasters to enhance the  effect  of natural or artificial light on your building.

GM001

GM001

GM001

GM001

GM001

GM001

GM001

GM001

GM001
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Glass

1110

GM001

GM001

GM001

GM001 GM001

GM001

GM001 GM001
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Refurbishment

Gamma Zenith

Corporate Place
Fredman Drive, Sandton

Before After

The Chambers Sun International Deloitte & Touche Crown

Bowman Gilfillan Attorneys

Amidst an enormous demand for a+ grade office space in the South African business district, 
developers have undertaken refurbishment projects on many old style office buildings and 
have turned them into premium lettable space. Gamma zenith has played a major role in 
this process as many of these buildings require special surface preparation prior to the 
application of the final cosmetic finishes. The team at gamma zenith take advantage of their 
collective experience and provide cost effective solutions that work to achieve structurally 
sound façade treatments. This often requires the use of our proven preparation products 

and the installation of aluminium joints to create a modern block pattern.
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Werksman LG 20 West Vodaworld

The Nicol

Gamma Premix Render (GPR)

Concrete Repair Coatings

This is a high quality premix cement plaster that incorporates certain special additives and 
plasticisers to enhance the qualities and workability of the render. GPR is impervious to 
moisture unlike conventional plasters and has high MPA strength making it preferable when 
tiling or cladding a building. GPR is finished off to a smooth consistent finish unlike the poor 
plaster finishes that our industry has become accustomed to. GPR can be spray applied 
using “Projection Plaster” techniques – this greatly increases the efficiency of the plastering 

process as production of up to 300 square metres a day is achievable.

This range has a cement based concrete repair material for mending blemishes in pre-
cast or off-shutter concrete. The product that allows for holes and bad joints to be filled 
and blended, forms part of a range of natural bonded plasters which includes products 
such as decorative facings, tiles, adhesives and floor screeds. Designed to provide a hard 
and smooth wall finish in both interior and exterior applications, the repair material can be 
applied without prior surface preparations other than cleaning. Because it is composed 
of a blend of cement extenders, organic and synthetic binders the product offers superior 
adhesion qualities. It is in fact designed to combine naturally with the concrete substrate. It 
is also a non-combustible, does not peel or crack, is unaffected by climatic conditions and 

is mould and rot resistant.

GAMMA concrete repair materials are self-curing and fast drying. They are supplied as a 
ready mixed powder in 20 kg paper sacks. Only water needs to be added prior to application.

Gamma Insulglue

The effectiveness of an insulation layer is often undermined by the adhesives used to glue 
insulation blocks or panels together. This is because these adhesives can act as conducting 
bridges for either heat or cold. To solve this problem a specially developed cementious 
insulating adhesive known as GAMMA INSULGLUE, has been introduced. This glue, which 
is available in a powder form for mixing on site, incorporates cement, chemicals, adhesives 
and insulating material to provide a superior bond which, in addition, is non-conducting. In 
this way it ensures that the entire insulation layer performs to it’s maximum effectiveness. It 

is fast drying and not affected by climate. It is also mould and rot resistant.
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Interior Wall Creations

Gamma Zenith

Multichoice Private Residence

Palazzo Presidential Suite

INTERIOR WALL CREATIONS

Interior Wall Creations offers a unique and comprehensive range of products, 
servicing all specialized interior finish, including:

• Decorative wall finishes
• Plasters

• Unique paint effects
• Original artwork
• Carved plaster
• Intricate murals

• Interior wall art designs
•Mosaic art

Working closely with each member of design, building, architecture and interior teams, Interior Wall Creations 
is able to translate creative ideas and client requirements and execute them into unique wall coverings that 

enhance and compliment any architecture design style.

Using the experience and expertise of working with specialized original materials within the field of plasters, 
Interior Wall Creations is the perfect finish to any project and works hand in hand with hundreds of other 
materials, décor and design pieces. Interior Wall Creations has worked on some of South Africa’s most 

prestigious land marks and is renowned for their talent the world over.

Interior Wall Creations uses world class products and interprets their best features to produce 
outstanding wall coverings:

- Marmorino Polvere: used either independently to produce a polished stone or textured finish like travertine                
  stone or in conjunction with other materials to produce a high quality decorative plaster.
- Grasello: a multi- layered finish, which has the same appearance and feel of polished marble.
- Carved Plaster: although organic in style, each original design creates an intricate and sophisticated finish.
- Venetian Stucco: slightly less polished and with a more natural, earthy look yet similar to Grasello
- Specialised Paint Techniques: for that extra special appeal including gold/silver leaf, gilding, colour washing, 
  wood graining and marbling

Characteristics of Interior Wall Creations:

• Applied to new architecture
• Compliments refurbishments & remodelling

• Use in contemporary and classic design
• Applied to both residential and corporate

PD Naidoo Corporate Office
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Private Residence-
Venetian Stucco plaster stripes and original rose artwork on canvas

Private Residence-
Venetian Stucco plaster stripes

Silver Star Casino Hotel Reception-
Original airbrushed artwork on canvas

Silver Star Casino Prive-
Original gold leaf hand painted artwork on canvas


